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The book is excellently prepared with few typographical errors. On 
p. 38, 1. 25, utatuur occurs for utatur; on p. 168, 1. 6, cognosite for cognoscite. 
There are two annoying errors in cross-reference. In the footnote on p. 103 
the reference is quite irrelevant; on p. 195,1. 17, reference is made to p. 148 
for further discussion of certain interjected verbs of saying, but no trace of 
such discussion appears on p. 148 or indeed elsewhere in the book, so far 
as I can find. 

GRACE HADLEY BILLINGS 

CHATTANOOGA, TENN. 

The Geography of Strabo. With an English Translation by HORACE 

LEONARD JONES, based in part upon the unfinished version of 

JOHN ROBERT SITLINGTON STERRETT. (The Loeb Classical 

Library.) London: William Heinemann; New York: Putnam. 
8 vols. Vol. I, pp. xliii+531. 

Mr. H. L. Jones was asked to complete the translation of Strabo left 
unfinished at the death of his teacher and colleague Professor Sterrett, who 
was originally chosen as translator by the editors. The introduction and the 
exhaustive bibliography are mainly the work of Professor Sterrett. In these 
the chief point of interest for the student of Strabo is the discussion of two 
controversial questions-the purpose of Strabo's travels and the place and 
date of the writing of the Geography. Professor Sterrett follows Pais in the 
contention that Strabo did not travel on his own account, but in the ipterest 
of persons of exalted rank, not Romans, as Niese believes, but probably 
Pythodoris, queen of Pontus. On the question of the date and place of the 
composition of the Geography the author again supports Pais against Niese 
in the thesis that Strabo wrote at Amasia-far from Rome-some time about 
7 B.C., but revised his work about 18 A.D. 

In the first two books contained in Volume I Mr. Jones, to preserve the 
unity of the work as a whole, has substituted a more literal version for the 
free rendering made by Professor Sterrett, although acknowledging his 
indebtedness to that eminent scholar for much of the diction and other 
elements of style. The remaining books will be the independent work of 
Mr. Jones. The translation is in clear, readable English-not over-technical 
-though sufficiently close to the original. The reader will feel particularly 
indebted to the translator for the ilntelligible renderings of the sometimes 
unfamiliar and obscure vocabulary of Strabo, the lucidity of the involved 
mathematical passages, and the much-needed explanatory footnotes and 
geometrical drawings. However, not to renounce entirely the privileges 
of a reviewer, I must mention a few passages in which Mr. Jones's translation 
is open to criticism. 
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i. 1. 16: &a4cpo'VTw S' o 7raEoOaL 8OKEL UOL 7rpO TCa VVV CKEKVO 0 XOoyos 8LOT& 

r7T, ycoypat'aq To 7rXo6v o-TL 7rpos Tas xpeLaus ra 7roXrtLKas. "And that other 
argument is adduced with especial force in reference to the present day 
conditions, namely," etc. The parallel use of 7rpo 'ra vvv in i. 2. 25, where it 
is translated by the author "to my present purpose," and the connotation 
of Xo'yos make the usual rendering "to my present argument" undoubtedly 
preferable here. 

i. 1. 18: roV EKaorTov oTw/.a a7rt To avTov apT?7/Axa vJvetv. The tempting 
translation "And that each body inclines towards its own centre of gravity" 
might mislead the casual reader to attribute to Strabo the modern scientific 
knowledge implied by "centre of gravity." Strabo has borrowed for 
geographical purposes the word pT7a, which elsewhere is used only in a 
mechanical sense-as in Herod 2. 69 (of earrings); Aristot. Mech. 18 (of 
a weight attached to a pulley); Plut. Cat. Min. 38; Plut. Moral. 591 D, 
1129 E (of an attachment). Strabo wishes to say that each body tends 
toward that to which it is attached--the general mass to which it belongs. 

* sa e \ ts \ ̂  e ~~V - I A I i. 2. 3: XfY) Of TOoXXWv V7Tapea To JVr wv7rctpOV cTpaT77yLaS 
- 

yewpytas 
7) pA10TOpLI7t7 a17rCp v aKpOwXSL, wig CLKOS 7CepL7ToLet. "I again refer to the poet's 
being an expert in geography or generalship or agriculture or rhetoric in 
which subjects one's hearing of poetry naturally invests the poet with special 
knowledge." The author's failure to see that rO 4'EU7rGipov refers to the hearer, 
not to the poet, has led him into a mistranslation of 7TcpL7roLeC-which bears 
the usual force of "procures"-of course for the hearer-the knowledge pre- 
viously mentioned. 

i. 2. 5: TLS' a1v oi'v v7roXa3oL Trov 8vVa,ULVOV 7rOL7Tr)V CL(7(L7CLV p?7TOpEvOVTaS 

CTEpOVS KaL aTpaT2flIOVVTara Kat Tra aXXo C7rLKVVuEVOVS Ta T77r; ape7T epya? avTrov 

tvat rwV cAvacpv eva. The insertion of Kat coTpaTqyovvTas between p7)TO- 

pevovras and Ta JAXa ra Tr?7 alpen7s Epya indicates that Strabo used a-2s apcEr-?s 
here in the larger sense of "excellence" not "the art of rhetoric." 

i. 2. 6: v Xoyos ueJv p7rTOptKO 8eo Xoyos OVK ZOTL YCVLKOS Kat 4pacts KaL 

apcETr XAoyov; Mr. Jones translates, "Or, rather, is discourse, in its broadest 
sense, generic, while rhetorical discourse is not generic, and style is simply 
an excellence of discourse?" Kat. is plainly copulative in both cases and 
introduces other terms for Ap-OpLKKoS Xo'yos-which are all alike not generic. 

The context in i. 2. 8, /3XEq/avTrS cLs To ckVcrLKOV 7vaTos Tov) XAOYLKOV /woov, 

which the author renders, "since they had an insight into the emotional 
nature of the reasoning animal," does not point to anything but the usual 
colorless significance of wracos as "tendency" or "affection," the phrase 
meaning simply "the natural tendency of the reasoning animal." 

A few other inaccuracies in translation occur, such as "further north" 
instead of "south" for KaTwTEpEJ in i. 3. 22 (cf. Herod. i. 72 and i. 142, etc.), 
and "students" for the accepted rendering "readers" in translating Tots 

7TpOOL-ovLV and ToVs evTvyXavovTas ii. 5. 1. Iberia in ii. 4. 5 for T-s re AtL/3Ts 
is evidently a misprint. 
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A welcome addition to the forthcoming volumes will be the fuller index 
of proper names which, it is hoped, will be accompanied by more detailed 
maps of the sections of the ancient world described by Strabo. 

GENEVA MISENER 

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA 

Pseudogaleni in Hippocratis de Septuuanis Commentarium ab 
Hunaino, q.f., Arabice Versum. Ex codice Monacensi primum 
edidit et Germanice vertit GOTTHELF BERGSTRAESSER. (Corpus 

Medicorum Graecorum, XI, 2, 1.) Leipzig and Berlin: 
Teubner, 1914. Pp. xxiv+203. 

We have at last here presented in a scholarly edition a work about which 
much has been said since Hardy many years ago published extracts from it. 
Since the controversy was started by Dr. WV. H. Roscher regarding the date 
of the earlier parts of Hippocrates, 7rep't C,38o,pa&ov, scholars may have hoped 
to derive some light on that treatise from this commentary. This hope, it 
appears, was doomed to disappointment; for neither is it due to the pen of 
Galen, as a study of Hardy's extracts long ago convinced me, nor does its 
unknown author contribute anything of importance, either to Hippocrates 
or to the solution of the problems raised by Roscher. The value of the 
treatise, if it prove to possess any, will presumably be found to lie in the 
light it may some day shed on the later historv of Greek medicine and on 
the devious ways of commentators. 

Regarding the accuracy of the German rendering of the Arabic, my 
limited knowledge of the latter language does not permit me to speak. 
I had hoped to have the judgment of my friend, Professor Vanderbogart, of 
the Berkeley Divinity School, on this head; but the illness and untimely 
death of that scholarly Arabist prevented his taking more than a mere dip 
into Bergstraesser's work, and delayed this review. I can therefore give 
nothing more regarding this part of the editor's labors than the impression 
of the layman, that it is as carefully done as the remainder, which is in 
accord with the high standard set by the "Corpus Medicorum Graecorum." 
In this Corpus, which happier times may, I trust, bring to completion, the 
treatise had of course to be included, and we are grateful that the work of 
the editor, undertaken at the instance of Dr. Roscher and intended for 
separate publication, has been claimed and won by the general editors of 
the larger undertaking. 

W. A. HEIDEL 

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 
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